
ice Contact Center
Social Media Integration

Increase customer satisfaction

Respond to social media interactions faster and with consistent 

messaging. Queue interactions to the most appropriate agent to 

effi  ciently respond to customer demands.

Improve response rates

Monitor and route social media interactions to ensure customers are 

receiving the quickest response rather than waiting for an employee to 

check social media. 

Transform customer experiences 
by proactively resolving customer 
frustrations on social media. 

More and more customers are turning to social media when 

contacting an organization. They are using the communication 

platforms they are used to in their everyday life and expecting 

increased customer service when their issues are exposed in public.

Optimize customer communications by queuing social media 

messages and posts with ice Contact Center, ensuring all interactions 

are handled and routed to the best-equipped employee. 

Benefi ts of Integrating Social Media 
with Your Contact Center.

Increase productivity

Automate monitoring social media pages for relevant posts and respond 

through ice Contact Center to reduce time spent switching between 

applications.

Greater accessibility to customers

In 2018, Facebook had 2.23 billion monthly active users, and Twitter 

had 326 million monthly active users worldwide1. Communicate with 

customers on channels they are already using. 

Reduce employee training time

Users can seamlessly handle social media dialogue using the same ice 

tools they are familiar with, reducing user training time. 

Standardize brand message

Uniform brand messaging across social platforms using the contact 

center as a unifi cation tool.
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ice Contact Center 
Social Media Messaging

Real-time channel switching

Unify customer experiences by linking customer 
profi les across channels. Customers can eff ortlessly 
switch from one messaging channel to another in 
real time, maintaining the same conversation with 
the same user. Conversation history will persist 
across messaging channels that support silent send.

Effi  ciency functionalities 

Users can handle multiple social media conversations at the 
same time, similar to how they can handle multiple chats. 
Functionalities such as canned responses, screen pop, and 
transcripts are available with social media messaging for 
increased effi  ciency.

Buttons, lists, and menus

ice Contact Center’s social media integration supports 
buttons, lists, and menus. Buttons can be used for 
payments, location requests, info requests, and more. Lists 
present purchase options or information in a structured 
manner. Persistent menus enable customers to perform 
common actions quickly. 

Channel expansion

Grow your communications with your customers by adding 
new social media channels. When a new channel is added 
to the ice platform, your organization is able to easily 
incorporate it into your contact center. All social media 
messages are handled by users the same way regardless of 
the channel.

Connect with customers in real 

time across all supported social 

media channels.

ComputerTalk off ers two types of social media interactions: 

messages and posts. Messages are real-time communications 

where customers expect instant responses and a fl uid back 

and forth conversation. 

Eliminate the need for additional user 

training by presenting incoming social 

media messages as IMs.
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ice Contact Center 
Social Media Posts

Monitor Analyze Route

Automate monitoring social media for 

key mentions, posts, comments, and 

replies. 

Posts are asynchronous communications where customers are not 

expecting real-time responses.

Monitor social media channels for relevant interactions and automatically 

route the interaction to the fi rst available user. Posts are queued using 

the same skills-based routing engine that routes all other ice interactions. 

Contact Center users receive the posts the same way they receive emails 

and can reply directly within the email client without having to log onto 

the social media site.

Reply

Social media posts are received by users as emails, meaning that no new 

training is required for users to handle these interactions. 

Twitter Posts

 Monitor Twitter for designated hashtags, words, or accounts 

mentions

 Gain insights into key hashtags and how they are impacting 

your organization

 Queue all posts containing specifi c hashtags to ensure you 

don’t miss important posts

 Easily update your search criteria based on changing trends 

and business requirements

Facebook Pages

 Monitor posts and replies on your organization’s Facebook 

pages

 Whitelist your organization’s users so that their posts are not 

queued 

 Queue Facebook posts and replies into the contact center to 

ensure nothing is missed
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@iceComputerTalk
Linkedin: Computer Talk Technology, Inc.
fb.me/iceComputerTalk

computer-talk.com/blog

1-800-410-1051
computer-talk.com

computer-talk.com/request-demo

About Us
ComputerTalk helps organizations deliver outstanding 

customer experiences across every communication 

channel, on one platform. ice Contact Center with Skype 

for Business and Microsoft Teams delivers solutions that 

help organizations grow and transform their customer 

experiences. 

 Our solutions improve contact center productivity 

and integrates the contact center with the rest of the 

organization, so companies can truly leverage their 

knowledge workers. ComputerTalk is a global provider 

of enterprise-class contact center and advanced IVR 

solutions powered by an application designer tool. 

This tool empowers organizations to build custom 

applications that transform the way they interact with 

customers.

 Our solutions are available on-premises, in a private PCI 

compliant cloud, or hybrid. ice Contact Center delivers 

cost savings, productivity improvements, and mobility 

that the market demands. 

 Founded in 1987 and headquartered in Markham, 

Canada, ComputerTalk is an expert in custom 

communications-enabled business process applications. 

ComputerTalk is a member of the Microsoft Cloud 

Partner Alliance, Technology Adoption Program (TAP), 

and has two gold competencies in Communication and 

Application Development.

 For more information, visit us at computer-talk.com.

computer-talk.com/request-demo

1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/264810/number-of-monthly-active-facebook-users-
worldwide/; https://www.statista.com/statistics/282087/number-of-monthly-active-
twitter-users/


